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Autumn Steinke – Program Specialist 

Utah Professional Development Network 

OUTCOMES

• Participants will experience a rigorous math task in order to see how presenting a 

math task to students can enhance conceptual understanding, encourage multiple 

paths to sense-making, and demonstrate the benefits of a growth mindset. 

• Participants will understand the shifts in brain and learning science due to 

discoveries in neuroplasticity, and will apply those ideas to classroom pedagogy.

• Participants will understand that well-designed math tasks encapsulate 

mathematical practices and that many are available from Stanford University’s 

www.YouCubed.org site.   

NUMBER TALK TASK
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MATH TASKS & CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING 

•One key shift in the Utah Core Standards is increased rigor. The 

standards encourage teachers to give equal attention to 

conceptual understanding, procedural skills, fluency, and 

application. 

•Well-crafted tasks help to guide students in their application of the 

Mathematical Practice Standards. 

Task resources: 

• https://www.youcubed.org/tasks/ 

• https://www.illustrativemathematics.org/progressions

Math Practice 
Standards

DISCUSSION – TURN AND TALK
HOW MIGHT THIS TASK ENCOURAGE CONCEPTUAL 
UNDERSTANDING AND USE OF MATH PRACTICE 
STANDARDS?

Task 
Direct
ions
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Dr. Jo Boaler

A paradigm shift, as identified by 
American physicist Thomas Kuhn, is a 
fundamental change in the basic 
concepts and experimental practices of 
a scientific discipline. 

….Education? Special Education?? 
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HISTORICAL UNDERSTANDING 

• You're born with a certain amount of 
intelligence and it isn't something 

that can be changed

• Talent is something you're born with, 
not something you can develop

NEW UNDERSTANDING 

• Intelligence can increase or decrease 

depending on how you spend time 

exercising your mind

• Learning new things can increase your 
underlying intelligence

MINDSET MATTERS�

Fixed mindset 

Intelligence is a fixed 

trait. You can’t change it.

Growth mindset 

You can grow your 

intelligence through 

effort.

Dr. Carol Dweck
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GROWTH MINDSET AND 
ACHIEVEMENT

•Decades of research show a powerful relationship     

between 

mindset and achievement.

• Students’ beliefs about intelligence and learning impact:

•Motivation

• Academic behaviors (e.g., studying and seeking help)

• Responses to challenges and setbacks

• Academic achievement

THE BRAIN AND MISTAKES
• Every time a student makes a mistake, a synapse fires. 

• The synapse appears to fire when the student is struggling, even if they 

are unaware they are making a mistake.

•When that student becomes aware they made a mistake, a second 

synapse fires.

•Mistakes are not only beneficial for learning, but they make a brain 

grow. 

• Brain growth is greater for those with a growth mindset. 
Moser, J.S., Schroder, H.S., Heeter, C., Moran, T.P., Lee, Y.-H., 2011. Mind your errors: evidence for a neural mechanism linking growth 
mindset to adaptive post-error adjustments. Psychological Science 22, 1484 – 1489.

These two brain images 
from the study, are 

voltage maps showing 

the activity in the brains 

of those with a growth 
and fixed mindset. The 

orange color of the 

growth mindset brains 

reflects the greater 

activity in the brain with 
more intensity and 

attention to error.

(Mangels, Butterfield, Lamb, Good, & Dweck, 2006) 
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MINDSET AND ACHIEVEMENT

Graph 1: Mindset impacts mathematics achievement (adapted from 

Blackwell et al., 2007

In one study, seventh-grade 
students were given a survey to 
measure their mindset. Then 
researchers followed the students 
over two years to monitor their 

mathematics achievement. The 
results were dramatic, as the 
achievement of the students with a 
fixed mindset stayed constant, but 
the achievement of those with a 
growth mindset went onward and 
upward (Blackwell et al., 2007)

Consequences of Beliefs

Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset

Goal in School? Look Smart Learn

Values effort? No Yes

Reaction to Failure? Give Up Work Harder

Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007

• Screen Shot 

• http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Brain+Plasticity&&view=detail&mid=9E23EDD016E284619D7A9E23EDD016E284619D7A&FORM=V
RDGAR
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Messages

Mindset

+

Math
Messages

Grading & Feedback

Messages

Messages

Mistakes

GroupingClassroom Norm-Setting

TasksQuestions Asked 

Teacher Messages Matter…

TEACHER QUICK GUIDE

Utilize 
Student 
Mistakes

Identify 
Rigorous 
and 

Challenging 
Tasks

Establish 
Classroom 
Norms

MESSAGE: CLASSROOM NORM-SETTING 

• http://www.youcubed.org/wp-content/uploads/Positive-Classroom-Norms2.pdf
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ESTABLISHING CLASSROOM NORMS

https://www.youcubed.org/

•Week of iMath
•Week of Inspirational Math 1
•Week of Inspirational Math 2
•register for free!

A VIDEO FROM WEEK OF INSPIRATIONAL MATH 
WEEK 2, DAY 1 – “MISTAKES ARE POWERFUL” 

https://youtu.be/Ukt4A5GCfQU

MESSAGE: TASKS 

https://www.youcubed.org/tasks/

Growth Mindset Task Framework 
1. Openness 
2. Different ways of seeing 

3. Multiple entry points 
4. Multiple Pathways/ Strategies 
5. Clear Learning Goals and Opportunities for   
Feedback 
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COMPLEX TASKS- YOUCUBED.ORG

NUMBER TALKS – A TYPE OF TASK 

N
um
b
e
r 
Ta
lk
s…

Often used as a Starter or Priming Activity
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MESSAGE: 
QUESTIONS ASKED

During tasks 

Number talks 

In response to student 
mistakes

MESSAGE: GROUPING 

TURN AND TALK

What messages are sent when we group students: 

•Homogeneously?

•Heterogeneously? 

•Pullout? 

Grouping isn’t inherently bad. We must be thoughtful. 

Fixed or Growth?  
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WEEK OF INSPIRATIONAL MATH 
WEEK 1, LESSON 1 GROUP NORMS

• More grouping slides

• Resource room vs. general ed. classroom

MESSAGE: MISTAKES MAKE YOUR BRAIN GROW!

A QUICK GUIDE
1. A MISTAKE IS FOUND

Teacher says: “Oh, would you go and present that on the 

board?” 

Student response:, “But I got it wrong,” 

Teacher explains, “You know, it's really great for us to see 

mistakes because the ones students made, others will 

have, and we will all learn.”
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2. SPEND TIME REFLECTING OR DISCUSSING THE MISTAKE 

• Teacher asks student to reflect on what happened and why: 

• Choose one or more of the following:

a) What happened when you made the mistake (when you were 

explaining your strategy)?

b) How did you realize you had the wrong answer?

c) Tell us about how you started the problem? Why was that in your 

brain?

d) How did it feel when you realized you had the wrong answer?

e) What did you learn from it?

3. ACKNOWLEDGE STUDENT LEARNING AND GROWTH

• Teacher thanks student for sharing and asks rest of class what learning 

was gained in the mistake. 

• Teacher explicitly references the growth either by referring to class poster, 

praising the student for growing and allowing others to share if they 

made a similar or different mistake.

Example teacher responses:  

• “By the way, I just want you to know that I love mistakes the most. 

They're the time when your brain grows, when you really learn. So 

it's really great to make mistakes.”

• “I love that so and so helped us learn something new today.”

• “Who else made the same mistake or a different one?”

STUDENT MISTAKES MODEL
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-gYFUnIDdg

• .25- 5:00

• https://www.mindsetkit.org/topics/celebrate-mistakes/give-work-encourages-
mistakes-see-action
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BUILDING A 
MATHEMATICAL 
MINDSET 
COMMUNITY

ESTABLISH GROWTH MINDSET (OTHER SUBJECTS)

• https://storage.googleapis.com/mindsetkit-
upload/User_kjCekZJc/L2FwcGhvc3RpbmdfcHJvZC9ibG9icy9BRW5CMlVxT

2FtTkRaTFNLR1VJZXlmbm9TNEliTWY5NmRUN3duYkJ3RTlnQm15QVlfaGhlSm

pqalhwb29OTzZRSktoRHZUTmVnamt1dGYxN2dnTVA4MUZwLUhXYWVIaTRU

QS5ZbHJMaVNMS2k0T19NRUZp

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUWn_TJTrnU

QUESTIONS?

Thank you

• Leslie.evans@usu.edu

• Autumn.Steinke@usu.edu


